Watching for Shift.

DSF

Distressed
MOM

Bank: 0%
SS: 0%
HUD:0%

YOY

Bank: 0%
SS:0%
HUD:0%

High

Bank: 38.7% Jan 2009
SS: 12.2% Feb 2012
HUD: 8.4% Jan 2009

Average

Bank: 9.1%
SS: 3.6%
HUD: 2.4%

Low

Bank: 0.0% Jul 2019
SS: 0.0% Mar 2019
HUD: 0.0% Jul 2019

Current

Bank: 0.3%
SS: 0.1%
HUD: 0.1%

Talking points:
Buyers looking for
distressed
transactions will
likely be left empty
handed as Metro
Denver has reported
only a handful of
closing each month
for the last 3 years in
a row. 8 Distressed
properties closed in
February 2020.

DSF

Supply vs. Demand - Units for Balance

Talking points: Months of inventory represents the relationship between buyers and
sellers. While Metro Denver has enjoyed a stronger market than national numbers as
a whole, a 6 month supply of inventory is generally accepted as a market in
equilibrium.

DSF

Supply vs. Demand - Units for Balance

Talking points: In the months leading up to The Great Recession appreciation was less
than inflation. Without equity when the financial meltdown occurred many people
were instantly upside down on their loans. Home prices have increased dramatically
in the last 8 years building a cushion of equity.

DSF

Supply vs. Demand - Units for Balance

Talking points: The blue bar represents the total active units we had in a given month
vs. the yellow line showing the amount of inventory we would need to offset demand
and create a market in equilibrium. In February Metro Denver had 15.6% of the
inventory required to offset demand.

DSF

Supply vs. Demand - Units for Balance

Talking points: The blue bar represents the total active units we had in February vs.
the red bar showing the amount of inventory we would need to offset demand and
create a market in equilibrium. In February Metro Denver had 15.6% of the inventory
required to offset demand.

ASF+DSF

Supply vs. Demand- By Zip Code

Areas in red have a higher
ratio of homes available per
buyer, which increases
negotiating power. Postal
codes in blue report fewer
than the Metro Denver
average of home per buyer
which makes the extreme
seller’s market even stronger.
For exact values see the index
in the back of this report.

Insufficient
Data

DSF

The Cycle
Rising Market:
Jan-Jun 2020

Falling
Market:
Jul-Oct 2020

Talking points: 2020 saw early market activity as we have experienced for the last 7 years. Active units remained
below the anticipated mark with pending and closed units reporting above expectation. With seasonally rising
inventory and falling demand prices fall back. 2020 may have the strongest 1st quarter in this cycle yet.

DSF

Showings by Day

Talking points: With ShowingTime data we are able to track showings by day.
Showings for the weekend of March 14th and 15th were down 10% from the weekend
prior, but up by 5% from two weeks before. We are watching showings daily.

DSF

Multiple Offers - Baseline

Talking points: Homes are most likely to receive multiple offers when closing MarchJune, which means they should be under contract 30 days prior making prime listing
months between March-May.

Close to List Price RatiosBaseline

DSF

Talking points: Close to list price ratio is another closed metric is lagging behind
current market activity. 2020 is starting out on pace with this cycle, as determined by
the last 7 years.

Time on Market- Flash Sales
Baseline

DSF

Talking points: Slightly slower start for units that went under contract in the first
weekend beginning of 2020, but picked up above expectation in February. The peak
of the market for flash sale activity will likely be April or May.

DSF

Price Reductions - Baseline

Talking points: More units so far in 2020 are choosing to make price reductions prior
to closing. As of February approximately 53.9% of homes that closed had at least one
price reduction.

DSF

Price Reductions - Baseline

Talking points: The largest price reductions are most likely in the bookend months of
the calendar year being January and February then from October through December.
Homes listed in March, April and May which close in April, May and June report the
smallest price reductions.

DSF

Pricing - Baseline

Talking points: Since we can not track average sold price until a property closes this metric lags
actual contracts written in the market. Beginning in February and taking hold by March, prices
will start to rise through the Compression Cycle. In summer months supply rises, demand tapers
off and prices fall back.

DSF

Pricing - 2019 Baseline

Talking points: When the anticipated monthly percentage change in price is applied
to the actual dollar amount, Metro Denver has started 2020 nearly on pace with
previous year gains.

DSF

Pricing - 2019 Baseline

Talking points: Median sold price is off to a very strong start in 2020. This metric is
likely to peak in May or June. Same as the percentage change in average sold price
since this metric can not be tracked until a property closes and it drags behind actual
market activity.

DSF

Pricing - 2019 Baseline

Talking points: When the anticipated monthly percentage change in median price is applied to
the actual dollar amount. Metro Denver in 2020 started off very quickly. Affordability issues are
finally surfacing in Denver.

DSF

Supply vs. Demand- Baseline

Talking points: In 2020 Denver continues to experience another Extreme Seller’s
Market, this metric shows signs of another compressed cycle. The toughest months
for buyers are likely to be from February through May, with more options available
beginning in June through October.

DSF

Time on Market - Baseline

Talking points: We expect to see homes moving most quickly for those units closing in
March, April and May. Beginning in June and through the end of the year homes are
expected to spend more time on market.

DSF

Time on Market- Baseline

Talking points: Median days to contract dropped below expectation in February.
Again, this metric is most closely tied to units that went under contract in December
2019. Time on market will continue to grow through the end of the year.

DSF

Odds of Selling- Baseline

Talking points: The Odds of Selling can be an early market indicator as to how the
upcoming months will perform. Due to a more mild weather pattern in February, low
interest rates and minimal inventory 2020’s odds of selling soared.

Please note
The contents of this report only reflect detached single family (DSF) unless otherwise noted to include
attached single family homes (ASF or ASF + DSF) - in the 7 Metro Denver Counties: Adams, Arapahoe,
Broomfield, Denver, Douglas, Elbert and Jefferson.
This representation is based in whole or in part on content supplied by REcolorado®, Inc. REcolorado®,
Inc. does not guarantee nor is it in any way responsible for its accuracy. Content maintained by
REcolorado®, Inc. may not reflect all real estate activity in the market. Dates shown on graphs for
timeframes included.
We highly encourage you to review reports published by your REALTOR® Board and REcolorado®. Each
report covers a different geography and will report different values for all metrics.
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maintained by REcolorado®, Inc. may not reflect all real estate activity in the market. Dates shown on graphs for
timeframes included.

